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	As you start reading this book, I hope you are prepared to keep an open

	mind and are willing to try some new approaches to your daily life.





	My name is Dave Hendricksen, and I have the privilege of being a software

	architect for Thomson Reuters, where the focus of my work is on producing

	intelligent legal information. This includes everything from data capture to

	data display of legislative, regulatory, and intellectual property materials on

	Westlaw.com. I have been married for 22 years to a beautiful lady. We have

	two great kids, one cat, one dog, and a koi pond.





	As a technology person, I have always considered myself to be slightly different

	from the rest of the “normal” world. Thinking analytically, focusing

	on problem solving, building things, and gaming for hours on end all come

	quite naturally to me. I love to learn new things. For me, going to school has

	always been great fun; I have a bachelor’s degree in math and Bible and two

	master’s degrees (one in computer science and one in the management of

	technology).





	I love to work hard and am willing to put in whatever amount of effort is

	needed to get a project done on time. I love to hear my boss say, “Great job,

	Dave.” Of course, my thinking would be this: Do great work, get promoted,

	and life is awesome—and to a degree, this has been true, at least up to the

	point where technology enters management. An invisible ether exists here

	that prevents a large number of talented individuals from moving up the

	organizational hierarchy and any further in their careers. This magical

	ether detects a lack of soft skills and quietly prevents these individuals from

	advancing to the next rungs of the ladder.





	My goal for this book is to enable you to learn the essential soft skills that

	you will need to master as a software architect.
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5 Steps to a 5 AP Chemistry, 2010-2011 Edition (5 Steps to a 5 on the Advanced Placement Examinations Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Welcome to the AP Chemistry Five-Step Program. The fact that you are reading this preface suggests that you will be taking the AP exam in chemistry. The AP Chemistry exam is constantly evolving and so this guide has evolved. In this edition, we have updated the book to match the new AP Chemistry exam, especially the changes in the free-response...
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Great Web TypographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I’m betting you’ll be as glad as I am to have this on your shelf!"
      –Nick Bradbury, creator of HomeSite and TopStyle
When it comes to great Web sites, looks really ARE everything…      

When you design a page for print, you control the size of the paper and the placement of the elements. But...
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Algorithms and Data StructuresPrentice Hall, 1985

	In recent years the subject of computer programming has been recognized as a discipline whose mastery

	is fundamental and crucial to the success of many engineering projects and which is amenable to

	scientific treatement and presentation. It has advanced from a craft to an academic discipline. The initial

	outstanding contributions...
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Topology Control in Wireless Sensor Networks: with a companion simulation tool for teaching and researchSpringer, 2009
The field of wireless sensor networks continues to evolve and grow in both practical and research domains. More and more wireless sensor networks are being used to gather information in real life applications. It is common to see how this technology is being applied in irrigation systems, intelligent buildings, bridges, security mechanisms,...
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Temporary Organizations: Prevalence, Logic and EffectivenessEdward Elgar Publishing, 2009

	This important and timely book provides a systematic treatment of temporary organizations - an increasingly prevalent organizational form in which organizations work together on a joint task - for example, a movie production, a rescue operation, development of a new product - for an ex ante limited period of time. Demonstrating that temporary...
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Red Hat Linux 7.2 Bible Unlimited Edition (With CD-ROM)Hungry Minds, 2001
Linux was a phenomenon waiting to happen. The computer industry suffered from a rift. In the 1980s and
1990s, people had to choose between inexpensive, market−driven PC operating systems from Microsoft and
expensive, technology−driven operating systems such as UNIX. Free software was being created all over the
world, but...
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